OFFICE

OF

THE DISTRICT
JORHAT

AND

SESSIONS

JUDGE

Dated: 02-08-2022
Proceeding of weekly meeting of Judicial Officers of Jorhat
District Judiciary, held at 4.30 pm, on 02-08-2022.
(Learned officers from Titabar joined through Video Conference.)
Agenda Items:
1. Discussion on Resolution of Under Trial
Committee (UTCR):

Review

Discussion was held on the resolution of the UTCR which has
been already circulated amongst the learned presiding officers.
It has been decided that all the courts shall examine the reason
why the accused (UTR) persons has not furnished surety and if
the accused person unable to do so, the trial courts upon
receiving of application of lawyer/ legal aid counsel, may
consider reducing the bail amount judiciously or may also to
consider their release on PR Bond. All the courts to consider the
sixteen (16) categories of UTR as mentioned in the UTCR
Resolution while deciding their bails.
2. Discussion on providing Legal Aid Counsel to the
accused person:
In the second agenda discussion was made on providing legal
aid counsel to the accused persons at the time of their arrest. In
order to provide the legal rights to the accused person, it has
been decided that a remand lawyer (legal aid counsel) is to be
appointed invariably in all the cases at the time of production of
the accused for the first time except where; vakatatnama is filed
by any learned counsel on behalf of the arrested accused
person.

3. Discussion on upcoming National Lok-Adalat
In the third agenda discussion was made on upcoming National
Lok Adalat to be held on 13th August, 2022. Learned Officers
have informed that necessary steps have already been taken
and at the same time pre-sitting Lok Adalat is already going on
almost in all the courts.

4. Examination of 1.0/ M.O through Video Conference:
In the fourth agenda discussion was made on problem faced by
the learned officers while examining 1.0 / M.O. It has been
decided that special endeavor should be there from the end of
all the learned officers to examine the 1.0 and M.O through
Video conference wherever it is possible.
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